
Notes from AEG Biodiversity Recording Group Mee9ng: Wed 27 February 2019, 5.30 pm.   

Present:   Peter Miller, Jan Hindle, Rick Ba3arbee, Chris Acomb, Nicky Vernon, Heather Burrow, Diane 
Morris 

Apologies: Maurice White 

1. MaJers arising: from meeEng on 21 January 2019 (not covered elsewhere) 

Bumblebee Recording 

MW contacted Catherine White (YDMT Bee Together Project Officer) and a date has now been 
arranged for the training day in Addingham on Wed 8 May 11 am to 3 pm at the Methodist Church 
hall on Chapel St. It was noted there were sEll some places available. NV and CA expressed interest. 

ACTION: JH to add NV and CA to the list of aJendees. 

RB has purchased some of the laminated ID Keys recommended by MW. 

2. Records/Survey work 

 Tree Recording & Hedgerow Project 

NV and HB reported that they had looked at the trees covered by TPOs on the Old School Site to trial 
their record sheet (recording whether the tree is sEll there, confirming the species, health of the 
tree, measuring height and girth). They had found inaccuracies in the TPO records (species wrongly 
recorded and the GPS records from the original survey not matching up with what is on the ground). 

They had been hampered by only having a small-scale map and not having the underlying 
spreadsheet data from Mark’s mapping. 

They had considered which area of the village would be suitable for undertaking a recording project 
with the Cubs and had concluded that Hall Cro\ would be the best, if the landowner were willing. 

 ACTION: 

-  RB to arrange with MP for large scale maps of each area of the village where there are clusters of 
TPO’s, together with the underlying spreadsheet data. 

- RB to talk to the residents in Hall Cro\ Lodge who are AEG supporters to find out how best to 
approach the owners of the House. 

The scope of the recording survey was discussed and it was agreed  that all ‘notable trees’ in the  
ConservaEon Area should be included not just those covered by TPOs. 



       Birds  

CA was thanked for his excellent 2018 bird report. He confirmed all the records had been sent to 
Wharfedale Nats.   

New recording acEviEes for 2019 were discussed and it was agreed that: 

- there should be a focus on asking people to send in sighEngs of curlews (especially where they are 
seen foraging/nesEng not just over flying), and swi\s (concern that numbers are reducing) 

- volunteers sought for carrying out a monthly transect – Old First School Site to be the priority. 

CA had been asked by the Primary School to do some bird ID acEvity with the children and would be 
meeEng with Hilary Cave to discuss what might be possible. 

Sites for barn owl boxes on the south east side of the village were discussed. The ruined barn or the 
mature beech or oak on Mrs Johnson/Kate Brooks land was a possibility and/or Judith Wallbank’s 
land at Lumb Beck Farm.  

ACTION: 

RB to provide AC with contact details for Kate Brook and Judith Wallbank 

AC to approach Wharfedale Nats for funding for two nest boxes 

RB to approach AEG supporter, Alex Shu3er, for help with installing boxes. 

Wildflower & Pollinator Patches 

NV and HB confirmed that they will survey the areas (4 at the Rec and Skipton Rd Bank) they covered 
last year. They also kindly agreed to include the new wildflower margin at Church Field, and to run a 
session with the Brownies on flower ID. 

ACTION:  GB & RB to liaise with NV and HB to set up a date in May with the Brownies. 

Bu3erfly Report & Recording 

DM was thanked for her summary report and very helpful ID chart for Addingham bu3erflies which 
RB had circulated to the AEG supporter group. In this unseasonably, warm weather she had already 
been sent some sighEngs.  DM will circulate the detailed records when she has them ready. 

3.  Environment Day Plans 

 AC will be away on 18 May, but he will produce a display on Addingham Birds. 

DM will also be away for a family celebraEon but she will produce some display material on 
bu3erflies on a pollinator theme. She suggested that this could be exhibited with the bumble bee 
display. 

HB confirmed that she will be able to take part and is happy to run a microscope acEvity. RB 
suggested looking at pollen. HB/RB to plan the detail. 



4. Bradford Council – Biodiversity Partnership 

DM had a3ended the meeEng on behalf of AEG. The revival of the group and the appointment of a 
new Biodiversity Officer (Miriam Baines) was very much to be welcomed.  

5. AOB 

              Addingham Open Gardens – 17/18 August 

CA suggested that the AEG wildflower patches could be highlighted in the programme to note, as 
visitors walk between gardens. All agreed this was an excellent idea 

Autumn Hedge Plan9ng Plans 

It was noted GB would be ordering from the Woodland Trust to conEnue the new hedge at the Scout 
HQ.  

DM is growing on 10 Purging Buckthorn plants for planEng out in the autumn, to provide habitat for 
Brimstone bu3erflies.          
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